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THE FREE TOPOLOGICAL GROUP ON A SIMPLY

CONNECTED SPACE

J. P. L. HARDY AND SIDNEY A. MORRIS

Abstract. It is shown that the free fc-group on a simply connected locally

equiconnected space is simply connected. This result is then used to verify,

for a large class of groups, the conjecture of Ordman that itx(G * H)

= irx(G) X i7x(H), where G * H is the free product of G and H.

1. Preliminaries. We begin by recalling a few definitions. A topological

space X is said to be a k-space if a subset U of X is closed in X whenever

f~x(U) is closed in C, for each compact Hausdorff space C and each

continuous map /: C -> X. Further, X is said to be k-Hausdorff if /(C) is

closed in X, for each C and each / Throughout the paper we will work in the

category % of A>Hausdorff /c-spaces and continuous maps. In particular, X

will always denote a /c-Hausdorff /c-space.

We define a k-group G to be a group whose underlying space is a

fc-Hausdorff /c-space and whose composition 9: G Xk G -» G and inverse a:

G —» G are continuous. (G Xk G denotes the product in % of two copies of

G.) The free k-group [11], [7], [6] on a pointed space (X, e) consists of a

&-group F(X) and a continuous pointed map ;': X —> F(X) with the property

that for any /c-group G and any continuous pointed map / of X into G, there

exists a unique continuous homomorphism f* of F(X) into G such that

f*i = / It is proved in Ordman [11] and Hardy [7] that F(X) always exists, is

independent of the choice of base point, and is algebraically the free group on

i(X \ {e}). Further, i maps X homeomorphically onto a closed subspace of

F(X); so we regard X itself as a closed subspace of F(X).

Hardy [7, Chapter V, Theorem 3.1] shows that F(X) is an iterated adjunc-

tion space [1]. (This can also be deduced from [11, §2] using [3, 4.5.8].) More

precisely, if Fn(X) denotes the closed subset of F(X) comprising all the words

of length at most n, then F(X) has the weak topology with respect to the

Fn(X) and each Fn(X) is an adjunction space as follows. Let X~x be a

homeomorphic copy of X with elements x ~' for each x G X, and let X be the

one-point union X \/ X~x. Further, let (X)n denote the product in % of n

copies of X and p„: (X)" -> F„(X) the map (xf, . . . , x^)^ xp • • • x?,

where each x( G X and e, = ±1. Then Fn(X) is the adjunction spaces

Fn_x(X) Uy (X)n, where the attaching map/„_, is the restriction ofpn to the

closed subset An__x(X) = p~x(Fn_x(X)) of (X)n.
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For our theorem we will need to assume a mild homotopy extension

condition. A space X is said to be locally equiconnected (LEC)[5], [4] if the

inclusion of the diagonal A c X X X is a closed cofibration. As examples we

mention that every metric absolute neighbourhood retract (ANR) and every

cell complex is LEC [5]. It is shown in [7] that if X is LEC then the inclusion

An_xiX) c iX)n is a closed cofibration.

Our final recollection is that X is said to be simply connected [3] if each

component of its fundamental groupoid is a tree groupoid [8]. Notice that a

simply connected space need not be path connected.

2. Results.

Theorem. Let X be an LEC space. If X is simply connected then FiX) is

simply connected.

Proof. We shall prove by induction, that each F„(A) is simply connected.

Since FiX) has the weak topology with respect to the FniX), the required

result is then a trivial consequence of Lemma 9.3 of [13].

Clearly FxiX) = X V X~x is simply connected. Assume Fn_xiX) is simply

connected. Consider the diagram where i and j are inclusions.

An_xiX) -^-> Fn_xiX)

i i

• ■

iXf    -► FniX)
Pn

By our preliminary remarks this diagram is a pushout and the inclusion

An_xiX) c FniX) is a closed cofibration. So we can now employ the full

strength of the Brown-van Kampen theorem [2], [3]. In so doing we must find

"representative" subsets B, C and D of F„(A), (A7)" and F„_,(A), respec-

tively; the set C is also required to be representative in A„_xiX). (A set A is

said to be representative in Z if A n Z meets each path component of Z.)

Let D consist of one point from each path component of Fn_xiX). Since

/„_, is onto we can choose C to be a subset of/n~',(Z)) comprising one point

from each path component of An_xiX). Finally let C be C together with one

point from each path component of (A")" not represented by C".

In accordance with [3] we put B = pniC) and so obtain that B, C and D

are representative, as required. Thus the above square induces the following

pushout diagram in the category of groupoids

idAn_xiX),Q-> tt(F„ _, (AO, D)

n«X)n, O-> 7tiFniX),B)

(where 77(Z, A) denotes the restriction of the fundamental groupoid of Z to
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A). To complete the proof we only have to show that ir(Fn_x(X), D),

tt(An_x(X), C) and tr((X)", C) are discrete groupoids [8]; that is their only

arrows are identity arrows. But we already have that the first two of these are

discrete.

Of course tr((X)", C) is discrete if and only if C meets each path com-

ponent of (X)n in precisely one point. Clearly this is the case if distinct path

components of An_x(X) lie in distinct path components of (A')". Indeed,

while it is not in general true that the path components of a subspace are

formed by intersecting that subspace with the path components of the whole

space, this is so for the subspace An_x(X) of (X)". Verifying this is rather

tedious (but routine) so we include here only a typical case.

Consider a G An_x(X), where

a = (xx\ . . . , x,_-j, x,_2, x,_2, x,, e, e, xl++j, e, x/++j, . . . , xn ),

with no Xj in the path component in X of e, and no xfc{ in the path

component in X of x,~*, but x, and x,_2 in the same path component in X.

Let Cp denote the path component in X of xp, C0 the path component in X of

e and Aj1 the set Cj' X Cj~*> n {(x, x-1): x G X). Then the path component

in (X)" of a is

Ca = Cf x ■ • • x C/L-j x Cj_2 x Cj-_\ x C,._2

XC0XC0X C,VJ x C0 x Cfci X • • • X Q

and clearlv

C„ n A„_,(X) -[c,'« x • • • x C,U x A,_2 x C,._2

xC0x C0x Cftj x C0 x c,Vi x • • • x Q

U Cf x ■ ■ • x CL-i x C,_2 x A,-_'2

xC„xC|,x C,^ x C0 x C,V3 x• • • x C*

U Cf x • • • x C,«_rj x C,_2 x C,"2 x C,._2

x e x C0 x C,Vf x C0 x Q+*| X • ■ ■ X C*

U Cf x • • • x C^rj x C,_2 x C,C2 x C,_2

x C0 x <? x C/Vi x C0 x Cft^l x ■ • • x C,8"

U Cf x ■ • ■ x Cfsi x C,_2 x C,C2 x C,_2

x C0 x C0 x C,Vi x e x C,%^ x • • • x Q"].

Since Aj1 is homeomorphic to C,, each of the terms in the above union is

connected. Further as each of these terms also contains the point a, Ca n

An_x(X) is connected. Therefore Ca n An_x(X) is the component in An_"(X)

of a, as required.

In [10] Ordman showed that if G and H are arbitrary /c-groups, then

w,(G * H) = trx(G) X trx(H) X L, where G * H denotes the coproduct in the

category of A:-groups, and L is some (unknown) group. He conjectured that L
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is always trivial and showed that this is indeed true if G and H are countable

CW-complexes with only one zero cell. In [9] and [12] it is shown that G * H

is homeomorphic toG Xt H Xk F(G A H), where G /\ H is the smash

product of G and H; that is, G A H is the quotient space G X H/G V H.

So 77,(G * H) = w,(G) X itxiH) x 77,(F(G A H)). Thus Ordman's problem

is reduced to that of showing 7r,(F(G A H)) is always zero.

Corollary. If X and Y are path connected LEC k-Hausdorff k-spaces then

77,(F(Ar A Y)) = 0. Hence, if G and H are path connected LEC k-groups, then

7T,(G * H) =  7T,(G) X  JTj(jy).

Proof We prove A A F is simply connected and LEC, and then apply our

theorem. Simple connectedness and LEC are respectively obtained from (1)

and (2) by taking Z = X X Y and A = A V Y:
Let Z and A be LEC /c-Hausdorff /c-spaces with A a closed subspace of Z.

(1) If Z and A are path connected and the induced homomorphism

irxiA, a0) —> 7r,(Z, a0) is surjective then the quotient space Z/A is simply

connected.

(2) If the inclusion A c Z is a closed cofibration then Z/A is LEC.

(Observe   that  tj-,(A V Y) = 77,(A) * w,(F)   and   so   tt,(A V Y,   a0)

—> irxiX X Y, a0) is surjective. Also AVF—>AxFisa closed cofibration,

cf. [1, Theorem 2.7, p. 234].)
(1) is easily obtained from the Brown-van Kampen theorem and the proof

of (2) is routine.
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